Hi,
Please see below for information about the work we have sent home. Children can also complete the following online activities:
- Reading – You can sign up as parent as mentioned on class dojo this week! https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/user/sign_up.html
- Maths- Mathletics and Timetable rock stars.
- Phonics- Phonics games can be played on www.phonicsplay.co.uk, which is free to use.
You should have received your logins for Maths, but if you need another copy or anything else, please email me or message me on
class dojo.
Thanks and take care,
Miss Rudge and Miss Haynes 

English

Maths

Our new story for English until half term The
Scarecrows Wedding by Julia Donaldson.

If you haven’t got a copy of the book you can read here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UIHLnnJ-uFc

When completing the activities, your child will know what
table colour they are, however, if they complete this, please
feel free to try another colour if they wish.
The activities we would like you to complete this week are:
1.

To be able to answer questions about what we have
read so far.
2. To be able to understand and use new vocabulary.
3. To be able to order the events of the story.
4. To understand characters feelings in the story

This week we are learning about the following odd
and even numbers:
Odd – 1, 3, 5, 7,9
Even – 2, 4, 6, 8

The activities we would like you to complete
this week are:
1. Create an odd and even monster using various
odd and even body parts.
2. Identify and order odd and even numbers
within 20
3. Identify odd and even numbers within 40
4. Add and subtract odd and even numbers

Other subjects
Phonics - for Phonics Play you need to recap all of Phase 3

Science – We are learning about the seasons. Please complete Oak academy lesson 1 – What do we know about the
weather https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/what-do-we-know-about-the-weather-6ct30c and design a
weather poster.
Geography-. We are learning about the 7 continents of the world. Please complete the world map.
Here is a song to help https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kXa66f8Xgsw
Art- Go on a nature walk

RE Learning about Christian weddings. Information video https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/watch/my-first-wedding
https://www.churchofengland.org/life-events/weddings.

English Activities

___________________ 6th January
L.O. To be able to answer questions
about what we have read so far.
BLUE





Identify/explain key aspects of fiction and
non-fiction texts, such as characters, events, titles and information.

Who is the author of ‘The Scarecrow’s Wedding’?
________________________________________________________
What are the names of the two scarecrows in the story?
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Write two items that were on the list that Harry and Betty made?
____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________



___________________ 6th January
L.O. To be able to answer questions
about what we have read so far.
GREEN





Identify/explain key aspects of fiction and
non-fiction texts, such as characters, events, titles and information.

Who is the author of ‘The Scarecrow’s Wedding’?
________________________________________________________
What are the names of the two scarecrows in the story?
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Write two items that were on the list that Harry and Betty made?
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________



Blue Extension Questions
What did the mice find in the bins?
______________________________________________________
Why did Harry need water?
______________________________________________________

Green Extension Question

What was your favourite part of the story?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________

___________________ 6th January
L.O. To be able to answer questions
about what we have read so far.
RED







Identify/explain key aspects of fiction and
non-fiction texts, such as characters, events, titles and information.

Who is the author of ‘The Scarecrow’s Wedding’?
________________________________________________________
What are the names of the two scarecrows in the story?
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
What was on the list that Harry and Betty made?
____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
What noise do the cows make?
____________________________________________________

___________________ 6th January
L.O. To be able to answer questions
about what we have read so far.
YELLOW







Identify/explain key aspects of fiction and
non-fiction texts, such as characters, events, titles and information.

Who is the author of ‘The Scarecrow’s Wedding’?
________________________________________________________
What are the names of the two scarecrows in the story?
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
What was on the list that Harry and Betty made?
____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
What noise do the cows make?
____________________________________________________

Red Extension Questions
What did the mice find in the bins?
______________________________________________________
Why did Harry need water?
______________________________________________________
Who took Harry to find the flowers?
______________________________________________________
Why was Betty worried?
______________________________________________________

Yellow Challenge
What was your favourite part of the story? Why?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________

__________________ 7th January
L.O. To be able to understand and use
new vocabulary.
BLUE





Draw on knowledge of vocabulary to understand texts.

They hadn’t gone far when some cows gathered round,
And the bells round their necks made a wonderful sound.

What words describes the noise the bells made?
_______________________________________________________
“Yes,” mooed the cows. “We can tinkle our bells.”
Then a crab scuttled up with a necklace of shells!

What do you think the word ‘scuttle’ means?
_______________________________________________________

“Hooray!” cried the scarecrows.
They hugged and they kissed.
“Pink flowers are the only things left on our list.”
Can you write another word to describe the flowers?
_______________________________________________________



_________________ 7th January
L.O. To be able to understand and use
new vocabulary.
GREEN





Draw on knowledge of vocabulary to understand texts.

They hadn’t gone far when some cows gathered round,
And the bells round their necks made a wonderful sound.

What words describes the noise the bells made?
_______________________________________________________
“Yes,” mooed the cows. “We can tinkle our bells.”
Then a crab scuttled up with a necklace of shells!

What do you think the word ‘scuttle’ means?
_______________________________________________________

“Hooray!” cried the scarecrows.
They hugged and they kissed.
“Pink flowers are the only things left on our list.”
Can you write another word to describe the flowers?
_______________________________________________________



__________________ 7th January
L.O. To be able to understand and use
new vocabulary.
RED





Draw on knowledge of vocabulary to understand texts.

But now I need something to carry it in –
A jug or a vase or a cup or a tin.”
“I think I can help,” said a small squirly snail.
“I can show you the way to a very fine pail.”

What does the word pail mean? Can we use the text to work it out?
_______________________________________________________
“Together,” he told her, “we make a fine pair.
You’re really quite pretty, apart from your hair.”
Can you use another word to describe Betty O’Barley?
_______________________________________________________
He struck up a light and he tried hard to smoke…
But straight away started to splutter and choke.
What happened next was completely unplanned:
The lighted cigar tumbled out of his hand.
What does the word splutter mean?
_______________________________________________________



____________________ 7th January
L.O. To be able to understand and use
new vocabulary.
YELLOW





Draw on knowledge of vocabulary to understand texts.

But now I need something to carry it in –
A jug or a vase or a cup or a tin.”
“I think I can help,” said a small squirly snail.
“I can show you the way to a very fine pail.”

What does the word pail mean? Can we use the text to work it out?
_______________________________________________________
“Together,” he told her, “we make a fine pair.
You’re really quite pretty, apart from your hair.”
Can you use another word to describe Betty O’Barley?
_______________________________________________________
He struck up a light and he tried hard to smoke…
But straight away started to splutter and choke.
What happened next was completely unplanned:
The lighted cigar tumbled out of his hand.
What does the word splutter mean?
_______________________________________________________



Blue and Green Challenge
Can you match the words to the definitions:
doze

to fall suddenly

daring

sleep lightly

tumbled

to take risks

Yellow and Red Challenge
Can you match the words to the definitions:
bounded

to fall suddenly

flickered

walk or run

tumbled

shine on and off

___________________ 8th January
L.O. To be able to order the events of
the story.
BLUE



 

Identify and explain the sequence of events in texts.

.

They make a list of what they

need.

Harry O’Hay and Betty O’Barley
get married.

Reginald Rake tries to steal Betty
away.

Harry O’Hay and Betty O’Barley
decide to get married.

___________________ 8th January
L.O. To be able to order the events of
the story.
GREEN







Identify and explain the sequence of events in texts.
1.

Harry O’Hay and Betty O’Barley
decide to get _________________.

2.

They make a _____________.

3.

______________ _________ tries to steal
Betty.

Betty and Harry get married.

__________________ 8th January
L.O. To be able to order the events of
the story.
RED







Identify and explain the sequence of events in texts.
1.

_______________________________________
_______________________________________
______________
2.

_______________________________________
_______________________________________
______________
3.

Reginald Rake tries to steal Betty
O’Barley away from Harry
O’Hay.

_______________________________________
_______________________________________
______________

__________________ 8th January
L.O. To be able to order the events of
the story.
YELLOW







Identify and explain the sequence of events in texts.
1.

_______________________________________
_______________________________________
______________
2.

_______________________________________
_______________________________________
______________
3.

_______________________________________
_______________________________________
______________

_______________________________________
_______________________________________
______________

Blue and Green Challenge
What did Harry O’Hay and Betty O’Barley have to do before they could get
married?
________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________.
Red and Yellow Challenge
What happened after Harry O’Hay went to look for flowers?
________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________.

__________________________ 9th January
L.O. To practice inference skills.
To understand characters feelings in the
story.
Blue and Green

 

Here are two different parts to the story.
How do you think Betty is feeling in each scenario ?

_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________

_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________

__________________________ 9th January
L.O. To practice inference skills.
To understand characters feelings in the
story.
Here are different parts to the story.
Red and Yellow

 

How do you think Betty is feeling in each scenario ?

_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________

_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________

Maths Activities

05.01.2020
LO: I can identify odd and even numbers within 10.



 
Blue and Green

Can you draw an odd and even monster in
the box below.
It must have :
-

1 mouth
2 arms
1 body
3 eyes
5 horns
4 legs

Odd Numbers

_______ , _______, _______ , _______, _______

Even Numbers

_______ , _______ , _______ , _______ , _______

Please fill in table below.

Odd

Even

______ mouth
______ eyes

______ body
______ horns

______ arms

______ legs

05.01.2020
LO: I can identify odd and even numbers within 10.



 
Red

Can you draw an odd and even monster in
the box below.
It must have :
-

odd mouth
even arms
1 body
odd eyes
even horns
even legs

Odd Numbers

_______ , _______, _______ , _______, _______

Even Numbers

_______ , _______ , _______ , _______ , _____

Please fill in table below.

Odd

___________

______ eyes
___________

Even

__________

___________

____________

05.01.2020
LO: I can identify odd and even numbers within 10.



 
Yellow

Can you draw an odd and even monster in the box below.
.
It must have :
-

odd mouth
even arms
1 body
odd eyes and more eyes than arms
even horns
even legs and less legs than horns

Odd Numbers

_______ , _______, _______ , _______, _______

Even Numbers

_______ , _______ , _______ , _______ , _______

Please fill in table below.

Odd

___________
______ eyes

___________

Even

__________

___________

____________



06.01.2020
LO: I can identify and order odd and even
numbers

 

Blue

Example
Number =

7

Odd

Number =

or

Even

__________
Odd

Number =

or

Even

__________
Odd

Number =

or

Even

__________
Odd

Number =

or

Even

__________
Odd

Number =

or

Even

__________
Odd

or

Even

Number =

__________

Odd

Number =

or

Even

__________
Odd

Number =

or

Even

__________

Odd

Number =

or

Even

__________
Odd

or

Even

Can you put the numbers in order from smallest to biggest?
Odd

Even



06.01.2020
LO: Identify and order odd and even numbers.

 

Can you colour the odd numbers in red and the
even numbers in blue?

Green

Remember
Odd ends with 1, 3, 5, 7, 9
Even ends with 2, 4, 6, 8, 0
0

2

3

1

4
6

9

7

8

5

12

10

11

14

13

20
17

19

18

15

16

Sort the numbers into odd and even and put into the table below. Begin with the
smallest number first, some boxes have been done.

Odd
Even

1

3

5

9

0

2

4

8

11

13

17

12

16

06.01.2020
LO: Identify and order odd and even numbers.



 

Can you colour the odd numbers in red and the
even numbers in blue?

0

2

1

9

3

10

12

11

20
19

17

18

4

6

7

8

Red

5

13

14

16

15

Sort the numbers into odd and even and put into the table below. Begin with the
smallest number first, some boxes have been done.

Odd
Even

1

5

9

0

4

8

13
12

17 19
16

20



06.01.2020
LO: Identify and order odd and even numbers.

 

Can you colour the odd numbers in red and the
even numbers in blue?

0

Yellow

3

4

1

8

14
11

6

19

16

7
9

17

15

20

2

5

13

10

18

12

Sort the numbers into odd and even and put into the table below. Begin with the
smallest number first.

Odd
Even

1

3

0

2



07.01.2020
LO: Identify and order odd and even numbers.

 
Blue

Odd and even party for the wedding!
Can you colour the odd numbers in red and the even
numbers in blue?
Remember
Odd ends with 1, 3, 5, 7, 9
Even ends with 2, 4, 6, 8, 0

17

4
13

11

14

16

9

5

12
18

Can you put the numbers in order from smallest to biggest?

Odd

Even



07.01.2020
LO: I can identify odd and even numbers.

Green

Colour even

Remember
Odd ends with 1, 3, 5, 7, 9

Colour odd

21

31

 

Even ends with 2, 4, 6, 8, 0

28

15

22

18

36

39

23

42

22

27

29

26

46

47

21

34

25

36

Green Challenge

23

9

_________ is odd.
_________is even.

29

26

_________ is odd.
_________is even.

17

16

_________ is odd.
_________is even.

07.01.2020
LO: I can identify odd and even numbers



Remember
Odd ends with 1, 3, 5, 7, 9
Even ends with 2, 4, 6, 8, 0

33

Odd

or

Even

22

Odd

or

Even

Odd

or

Even

Odd

or

Even

29
41

_________ is odd.

23

49

29

36

_________is even.

_________ is odd.
_________is even.

37

46

_________ is odd.
_________is even.

 
Red

Red Challenge

25

8

25 is odd.
8

is even.

Be careful they may be both odd or even

22

26

_________ is ___________
_________is ____________.

37

36

_________ is ___________
_________is ____________.

24

35

_________ is ___________
_________is ____________.

52

64

_________ is ___________
_________is ____________.



07.01.2020
LO: I can identify odd and even numbers within 10.

 
Yellow

Remember
Odd numbers end with 1, 3, 5, 7, 9
Even numbers end with 0, 2, 4, 6, 8,

Circle the Odd numbers

22 33 21
17

16

1

27 8

18

44 29 37 18

34 26 35 8
2

13

3

39 44
31

12

42 20 38 49 11

10

42 20 38 49 11

10

Circle the Even numbers

1

27 8

17

16

2

34 26 35 8

22 33 21

18

13

3

44 29 37 18

31

12

39 44

Yellow Challenge

Correct the mistakes.

25

8

25 is even odd.
8

22
37

26
36

is even.

22 is even______________
26 is odd_______________

37 is even______________
36 is odd_______________
24 is even______________

24

52

35

64

35 is even_______________

52 and 64 are both odd.
Am I right? Why?

!



08.01.2020
LO: Add and subtract odd and even numbers.

Can you complete the equations below .

4

+
+

-

odd

+=

6
odd or even

=

odd or even
=

even

8

odd or even
=

even

odd or even

So

even + even = ____________________

So

even - even = ____________________

+

3

=

odd

odd

1

even

8

even

5

even

even

even

12

2

4

even

2

4

+

9
odd

odd or even
=
odd or even

 
Blue
Green

-

11

9
odd

odd

17

Blue

=
odd or even

So

odd + odd = ____________________

So

odd - odd = ____________________

+

4

=

even

odd

+

11

8

odd or even
=

even

odd

-

19
odd

8
even

odd or even
=
odd or even

So

odd + even = ____________________

So

odd - even = ____________________

11

-

9

17

odd + odd = ____________________

So

odd - odd = ____________________

+

odd

4

=

even

+

8

odd or even
=

even

odd

19

odd or even

So

odd

11

=

odd

odd

Green

-

8
even

odd or even
=
odd or even

So

odd + even = ____________________

So

odd - even = ____________________



08.01.2020
LO: Add and subtract odd and even numbers.

Can you complete the equations below .

14

+
+

-

odd

+=

6
odd or even

=

odd or even
=

even

6

odd or even
=

even

odd or even

So

even + even = ____________________

So

even - even = ____________________

=

+
odd

odd

29

even

8

even

15

even

even

even

22

2

6

even

12

4

odd or even
=

+
odd

18

30

odd or even

 
Red I

-

19

=

9
odd

odd

odd or even

So

odd + odd = ____________________

So

odd - odd = ____________________

If you add or take away I odd and I even
number together, the answer is always odd.
Am I right?

7

even

odd

11

even

odd

-

8
even

11

odd or even

=

+

odd

19

=

+

21

odd or even
=
odd or even

Why?______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

08.01.2020
LO: Add and subtract odd and even numbers.



 
Yellow I

14

+

even

12

+

=

even

8

odd or even
=

even

even

22

6

If you add or take away 2 even numbers
together, the answer is always even.
Am I right?

-

6

odd or even

=

even

even

odd or even

Why?______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

15

odd

odd

29
odd

=

+

odd

18

odd or even
=

+

If you add or take away 2 odd numbers
together, the answer is always odd.
Am I right?

30

odd or even

-

19

=

9
odd

odd

odd or even

Why?__________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

If you add or take away I odd and I even
number together, the answer is always odd.
Am I right?

7

even

odd

11

even

odd

-

8
even

11

odd or even

=

+

odd

19

=

+

21

odd or even
=
odd or even

Why?__________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

-

True or False

We are only allowed even numbers at the
wedding.
We have 32 so far.
If we add 14 more we still have an even
number.
True or False?

Why ?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Science Activity

__________________________ 6th January
L.O. To observe weather changes and
identify each season.







W_______________

S________________

S__________________

A________________

Geography Activity

Answer Sheet

Europe

Asia

North America

South America

Africa

Antarctica

Australasia

__________________________ 7th January
L.O. To learn the continents of the
world.
BLUE







Can you label the continents with the names below. Cut and stick activity.

Europe

South America

Asia

Australasia

Antarctica
Africa

North America

__________________________ 7th January
L.O. To learn the continents of the
world.
GREEN







Can you label the continents with the names below. Cut and stick activity.

Europe

North America

Antarctica

Asia
Australasia

Africa

South America

__________________________ 6th January
L.O. To learn the continents of the
world.
RED







Can you label the continents with the names below. Cut and stick activity.

Asia

Antarctica

North America

Australasia

Africa

South America

Europe

__________________________ 6th January
L.O. To learn the continents of the
world.
YELLOW







Can you label the continents with the names below. Cut and stick activity.

Asia

Antarctica

North America

Australasia

Africa

South America

Europe

Art Activity

__________________________ 8th January
L.O. To go on a nature walk and find
some natural objects.







RE Activity

__________________________ 7th January
L.O. To learn about families, marriage
and weddings.
BLUE
What happens at a Christian wedding?
Draw and describe 3 things you can see.







__________________________ 7th January
L.O. To learn about families, marriage
and weddings.
Green





What happens at a Christian wedding?
Draw and describe 2 things you can see and 2 things you can do.

See

Do



__________________________ 7th January
L.O. To learn about families, marriage
and weddings.
RED







What happens at a Christian wedding?
Draw and describe 2 things you can see, 2 things you can do and 2 things
you can hear.

See

Do

Hear

__________________________ 7th January
L.O. To learn about families, marriage
and weddings.
YELLOW







What happens at a Christian wedding?
Draw and describe 2 things you can see, 2 things you can do, 2 things you can hear and 2
things you can smell.

See

Hear

Do

Smell

